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PROJECT BACKGROUND
Asking Different Questions: Interdisciplinary Approaches

to Science is funded by National Science Foundation

Innovations in Graduate Education grant (Co-PIs Sara

Giordano, Sarah McCullough, and Kalindi Vora).

This project explores the following hypothesis: That

changing research questions and research agendas will

change who is in STEM and the knowledge we

produce.This will include how to recognize and address

issues of historical bias and cultural complexity, place

research in a broader context, and better frame complex

research questions, particularly those presented by

communities traditionally under-served by science.

Each week we explored a different challenge and

feminist approaches to addressing this challenge. The

sum of these conversations will contribute to the

development of the curriculum, which will be the focus

of the working group in Fall 2019.

INTRODUCT ION

OBJECTIVES
01

identify challenges in STEM

graduate training that feminist

training may help address

02
document how STEM scholars are

already bringing values based in

feminism and justice into their

labs

03
create a community space for those

invested in changing research

culture through graduate education

04
establish shared values and build an

institutional foundation for the

success of a feminist training

graduate program in STEM education

TOPICS 
pedagogy

methods

analysis

cultures of science

values of science

mentoring

community-engaged research

funding structures

institutional barriers

models for collaboration



PAR T I C I P AN T S

 HOME DEPARTMENTS
American Studies

Anthropology

Biological & Agricultural

Engineering 

Biotechnology 

Chemistry

Civil & Environmental

Engineering 

Clinical and Translational

Science Center- FUTURE

Cultural Studies 

Earth & Planetary Science 

Ecology

Education 

English

Evolution & Ecology

Gender, Sexuality &

Women’s Studies 

Geography 

Graduate Studies

Human Ecology

International Agricultural

Development

 

Inspire-Tech

Land, Air & Water Resources 

Library

Math

Mechanical Engineering 

Molecular Biology

Native American Studies

Neurobiology, Physiology, 

Office of Public Scholarship 

Office of Research

Physics

Plant Sciences

Psychology

Science & Technology

Studies 

Sociology

Transportation

UC CITRIS

 

& Behavior

& Engagement 



PAR T I C I P AN T S

 

HOW PARTICIPANTS DESCRIBED 
THEIR WORK

Mobility justice

Community

Inclusivity

Environmental justice

Program building

Research support

Career development

Anti-racist

Social justice

Technology

Underrepresented

Sex & gender

Impact

Empower

Needs assessment

Social sciences

Participatory

International

Complicated

Disruptive

Mentoring

Advocacy

Math

Consultation

 
 
 

Research strategies

Evolution

Speculation

(De)Humanization

Robinhood wannabe

Values

Pushing boundaries

Feminist

Science

Reproductive justice



OBJECTIVE
Create community space for those invested in

using feminist science approaches for change.

 

WORKING  GROUP

 

PROMPTS
01

02

What is your goal in coming to this group?

GOALS
Transform graduate education

and postdoc training

Better serve/support 

Engage more collectively with

other scholars in other

disciplines

Push the boundaries of what

science is

diverse student population

Push the boundaries 

Provide career support for 

students who are interested in 

Explore careers in feminist sustainability

of who can be scientists

non-academic jobs
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OBJECTIVE
Identify challenges in integrating feminist

science approaches to current STEM training at

UCD.

 

CHALLENGES  TO  FEMIN IST  SC IENCE

PROMPT
01

02

What are the challenges/ongoing barriers to doing

the research you envision?

CHALLENGES
Funding

Power dynamics

Hierarchies

Merit and promotion

Lack of interdisciplinary 

Spatiality

Compartmentalized knowledge

Narrow structure/framework 

Isolation

Ideas around what is science

Ideas around who gets to do

science/ who gets to be scientists

academic relationships

of research

"Bootstrapping"

Inequality

Underrepresentation of 

Inequality

Patriarchy

Capitalism

Sexism

Racism

Classism

minority groups
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OBJECTIVE
How can we think about helping each other to

develop visions—with the goal of coming

together to do a small collective project to help

us identify ways in which we can  collaborate?

 

V IS IONS  OF  FEMIN IST  SC IENCE

PROMPT

02
What is your vision for transformation in

research?

 

    

VISIONS
Funding

Resources

Feminist Science "Commons"

Thinking about training and

education separately 

Experiential learning

Open science

Collaboration 

Equitable credit

Agency

Community engagement

Feminist knowledge

Intersectional knowledge

Transnational knowledge

Representation of 

Equality

Racial justice

Environmental justice

Disability justice

Gender justice

minority groups
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V I S I ON S  OF  F EM I N I S T  S C I ENCE

 



V I S I ON S  OF  F EM I N I S T  S C I ENCE

 



V I S I ON S  OF  F EM I N I S T  S C I ENCE

 



VISIONS OF
FEMINIST SCIENCE 

The data in this diagram is from the April 11, 2019
Asking Different Questions working group. 

TRANSFORMATIVE

COMMUNITY

ENGAGEMENT

SOCIAL JUSTICE EDUCATION

MATERIALITY

Access

Agency

Equity

DiversityInterdiscipline

Funding

Disability
Justice

Environmental
Justice

Racial
Justice

+

KNOWLEDGE

Gender
Justice

TRAINING

COLLABORATION

Academic

Transnational

Feminist

Non-Academic

Spatial

Intersectional



CHALLENGES TO
FEMINIST SCIENCE 

The data in this diagram is from the April 11, 2019
Asking Different Questions working group. 

STEM

COMMUNITY

PARTNERS

INEQUALITY
EDUCATION

MATERIALITY

Power 

Resources

Isolation

HomogenyMerit

Funding

Capitalism

Racism

+

KNOWLEDGE

Sexism

TRAINING

FACULTY

Lab Culture

Patriarchal

"Objectivist"

Buy-in

Compartments

Classism

Hierarchy

Burnout



V I S I ON S  OF  F EM I N I S T  S C I ENCE
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OBJECTIVE
Thinking about Science Fiction vs Speculative

Fiction vs Visionary Fiction. How could we bring

these tools to feminist science?

F ICT ION  &  FEMIN IST  SC IENCE

PROMPTS
01

02

What are the histories/origin stories in

your field/discipline?

 

What are the assumptions in your

field/discipline?

 

How does that frame the possibilities

going forward?

REPORT BACK
Think of knowledge as a natural

resource, what that means for

academic field work

Certain branches of academia are

trying to be pluralistic about different

topics but there’s still a valid form of

knowledge creation, and scientific

method

As we’re trying to democratize

knowledge, we’re still writing a sort of

fiction

The invention of emotional

barometer in a classroom setting and

how that could be productive or not

Dialogue between two robots and

humans/non-humans getting disrupted

The restriction of coding language

What will language look like in the

future? Distilled and universal?

Ambiguous?

Stories that exist but until they’re told

in a way or the dangers of telling stories

a certain way if they’re interpreted by

the mainstream

The importance of creating your own

narrative as a point of connection

How our politics are not embodied in

disciplines

03



F I C T I ON  AND  F EM I N I S T  S C I ENCE

 

SCIENCE FICTION SPECULATIVE FICTION VISIONARY FICTION



OBJECTIVE
Continuing the conversation about Science

Fiction vs Speculative Fiction vs Visionary Fiction,

think about Visionary Fiction as a didactic

opportunity to work together to imagine change.

F ICT ION  &  FEMIN IST  SC IENCE

PROMPT
01 What did people notice about the

speculative fiction free-writes?

 

THEMES
Instability

Tensions between seen and unseen

What you can say/ not say

Tension between the work that needs to be done and the structures

that oversee the work

How constrained the future feels

If you’re not “down” with the norms here, then why are you here?

 

 

 

 

 



THEME
Devaluation of different subjects

Connecting different subjects

Challenge lab relations

Humans, animals, materials

All in knowledge production

Different relationships involved

Practices of learning and study as relational

NOT individual- Recognize and promote

relationships

Ancestors, machines, other humans

De-center individual

Physical space/ Spatiality

CO -WRIT ING  A  V IS IONARY  FUTURE

SETTING/STORYLINE
Lab/field space 

Bee extinction 

How to foster care?

How to "bee" kind?

Addictive honey?

Passing on knowledge?

Robots, humans, plants

Dances

Holding history on their bodies in pollen 

Problem: New feminist method to teach

Revolutionizing the robobees, organizing robobees

Robobees learn from bees (How do bees learn?)

Reprogram humans

Some bees want to be human

Sting/inject or extract knowledge

Bee ART get rid of queen

Renegade feminist/ POC bees intervene

Holistic, connect what is often not connected, mysticisms,

Time shifts, different temporality, bee time?

 

dreamworlds



OBJECTIVE
Think about hierarchies and how they influence

the types of research questions that we can ask,

the type of work we can do, how we ask those

research questions, the methods we use. 

POWER  DYNAMICS

PROMPTS
01

02

How can we can develop more of an

awareness of the complexity of

hierarchies and research and do better,

more intentional research as a result?

 

What are the alternative structures or

other things that already exist that we

might use to challenge traditional

hierarchies?

REPORT BACK
How to “open source” knowledge

The challenges of the capitalization of

knowledge and how “no findings”

don't count.

How models of knowledge

production are racialized, gendered,

classed

Who gets attacked for their mistakes?

Why are the higher ups the most

resistant to change? 

Grad students, researchers are

excited about open sourcing, yet they

have the most at stake.

Infrastructure as social and

technological

Holacracy- a holistic, decentralized

structure of management

Associations

Accessible, participatory structures

Healing work that's happening in a lot

of movement spaces right now. The

university is a system designed to

produce trauma, so to figure out

alternatives we also have to be engaged

in this other type of work.

 



OBJECTIVE
Think about labor, unspoken labor/emotional

labor and identity and the culture of belonging

and the labor needed to belong there.

LABOR

PROMPTS
01

02

What are your responsibilities in your

current position? What is extra labor?

 

What is extra labor?

REPORT BACK
Research

Publishing

Grant writing

Teaching

Service

Mentoring

Career counseling

Academic advising

Managing

Skill-sharing

Networking

 

 

 

 

Moral/ emotional support

Negotiating

Balancing personalities and egos

“Cheerleading”

“Face” of events

Humility

“Token”/ Model Minority

“Squishy piece between two cogs”

Being a human

Diversity work

Emotional labor



OBJECTIVE
At our last meeting we asked members to reflect

on all of the meetings and activities we engaged

in during the quarter. 

CONCLUS ION

PROMPTS
01

02

What did you get out of the group?

 

 

What would you like to see happen as a

result of this group?

REPORT BACK
Helped intellectual/ emotional health

Spurred creative drive

Empowering

Connection to others

Expanded approach to

interdisciplinary work

Power of problem-based approach 

Power of asking people's thoughts

Visioning across different roles

Different expertise represented

Frameworks shaping feminist

conversations in different contexts

Openness to process

Things don't have to be perfect

"Shoot first, ask questions later"

in collaborative work

 

Reading list/group

Collective brainstorming

Problem-solving

Get others on campus involved

Create alliances

Be ambassadors

Feminist training

Curriculum

Models

Event/ conference

Outside speakers

 





WORKING
GROUP

VisionsChallenges

Feminist
Science

Transformative

FictionLabor

Power

MissionInterventions

Knowledge

MeritHierarchy

Resources

Equity

Science

SpeculativePhysical

Roles

Funding

Inequality

Emotional

Culture Collaboration

Visionary

ASKING
DIFFERENT
QUESTIONS
This group explored how
changing research questions
and research agendas will
change who is in STEM and the
knowledge that is produced.
Meetings included discussions
of how to recognize and
address issues of historical bias
and cultural complexity,
communities traditionally
underserved by science,
interdisciplinary collaborations,
and the inclusion of diverse
voices and approaches in STEM
research, education and
training.
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